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Transcription of the Japonic languages and dialects 
In the context of the JLect –  Japonic language and dialect database  

Introduction 
JLect is a linguistic project to document the Japonic languages and their dialects, as they are 

used, both orally and in writing. As a result of this, JLect has a much broader scope than typical 

dictionaries, which tend to focus on standard varieties and often oppose the inclusion of slang 

words, alternative forms and spellings, and dialectal variations. If JLect had taken this path, it 

would simply be an empty database, because most Japonic varieties simply have no accepted 

standard form. 

In order to alleviate this problem, JLect first transcribes words in both the Latin and Japanese 

scripts, following guidelines detailed in the following sections, and then appends variations in 

spellings using an interpunct symbol. Note that these subsequent forms can be the result of 

character variations, alternative spelling schemes or even ad hoc spellings used by writers and 

speakers of these varieties. These are maintained for informative purposes, as they help make 

entries more easily searchable for users unfamiliar with specific spelling schemes. 

To further assist readers, JLect indicates the closest phonetic pronunciation possible using the 

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and marks the region where that word or pronunciation 

can be found. To this end, the format currently used is “Region (Sub-region: Locality)”. 

To provide an example: 

Region: Ryukyu (Okinawa) 

っんま・ぅんま【馬】  

qnma · 'nma 
 

[ʔm̩ma] 
 

Definition 

Noun 

1. Horse 

Etymology 

(…) 
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In the above entry, you can see that there are two written forms in both the Latin and Hiragana 

scripts for what is a single pronunciation: /ʔNma/ [ʔm̩ma]. 

 For the Latin one, this difference is the result of some works using a “q” to represent the 

glottal stop /ʔ/, while others favour an apostrophe. Since it was deemed that “q” was 

more distinctive and helped facilitate searching (apostrophes often get ignored in 

searches), it was prioritized in the entry. 

 For the Hiragana spelling, the discrepancy stems from different works using either the 

sokuon character “っ” to mark the glottal stop or the small kana characters “ぅ” (before a 

labial consonant) and “ぃ” (before a palatal consonant). It was deemed that the sokuon 

character was less prone to confuse readers, as the small kana “ぅ” and “ぃ” could get 

perceived as belonging to the previous syllable. For example, “〇〇とぅわー” could get 

read as “…tu waa” or “〇〇しぅわー” could be read as “…shï waa” due to a discrepancy 

with southern Ryukyuan varieties using the symbol to mark a high central vowel like /ɨ/. 
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JLect’s romanization rules 

In order to make things easy for foreign learners, JLect has adopted a variation of the popular 

Revised Hepburn Romanization scheme, which is used to transcribe Japanese and sometimes 

Shuri Okinawan. For standard Japanese, the primary difference is that JLect does not use 

macron accents to mark long vowels due to their inconsistent usage, potential ambiguity and 

difficulty to type; instead, these will follow a one-to-one kana conversion, so that a word like     

そう is written “sou”. 

For all other varieties of Japanese, Ryukyuan and Hachijo that have sounds that diverge from 

standard Japanese, the Romanization the following transcription scheme is to be used 

inasmuch as possible. 

Vowels 

When vowels contrast, they will be transcribed with the following Latin characters. 

Plain vowels 

IPA Orthography Notes 

a, ä, æ, ɑ a  

e e  

i, ɪ i  

o o  

u, ʊ u  

ɔ o, ö This sound is known to historically contrast in Japanese, but not in 
modern varieties. ⟨o⟩ should suffice, but if contrast is necessary, ⟨ö⟩ 
can be used. 

ɛ ë If /ɛ/ does not contrast with /e/, it will be transcribed with ⟨e⟩. 

ə, ɘ ë /ə/ and /ɛ/ are not known to contrast with each other in any variety. 
Since they often have the same origin (i.e. contraction of [ai], [ae] or 
other), spelling them the same is not an issue. 

ɨ, ʉ ï  

ɯ u, ï When /ɯ/ contrasts with /u/, it will be written ⟨ï⟩. Otherwise, it will be 

written ⟨u⟩. 

ɿ 
s̩, z̩, ɾ~l~ɮ~ɭ 

ɿ 
s, z and r 

Used in Miyako, any words marked with /ɿ/ will be romanized with the 
same symbol as well as its closest equivalent among s, z and r. For 
example, [tskɿ ~ tsks̩] would be written ⟨tskɿ⟩ and ⟨tsks⟩. 

 

1. Voiceless vowels are not known to contrast with voiced vowels in any variety. Consequently, they 

are never indicated in the orthography. 

Glided vowels 

IPA Orthography Notes 

ʲe ye Used only when a contrast with plain /e/ exists, otherwise ⟨e⟩. 

ʲi yi Used only when a contrast with plain /i/ exists, otherwise ⟨i⟩. 

ʷo wo Used only when a contrast with plain /o/ exists, otherwise ⟨o⟩. 

ʷu wu Used only when a contrast with plain /u/ exists, otherwise ⟨u⟩. 
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Glottalized vowels 

IPA Orthography Notes 

ˀa, ʔa a 

See notes below as well as the consonants section. 

ˀe, ʔe e 

ˀi, ʔi i 

ˀo, ʔo o 

ˀu, ˀɯ, ʔu, ʔɯ u 

 

1. In varieties with glottalized vowels, such as Shuri Okinawan, glottalization is left unmarked and is 

assumed to be the default. This is because glottalized vowels are only known to appear at the 

beginning of a word. 

2. When a contrast between glottalized and non-glottalized vowels exists, the non-glottalized vowels 

will be considered as having glides. For example, /(ʷ)uud͡ʑi/ “sugarcane” will be transcribed as 

⟨wuuji⟩. 

3. In compounds, where a glottalized vowel can appear at the beginning of the second word of the 

compound, the compound is split into separate words by a space. For example, [t͡ ɕuˀami] “rainfall” 

would be romanized ⟨chu ami⟩. 

Nasal vowels 

IPA Orthography Notes 

ã ã  

ẽ ẽ  

ĩ ĩ  

õ, ɔ̃ õ  

ũ, ɯ̃ ũ  

 

Vowel length 

Vowel length is indicated by doubling the vowel. For example, [ɸaː] is written ⟨faa⟩. 

 

Consonants 

Nasal consonants 

IPA Orthography Notes 

m m  

n, n̪ n  

ŋ nng Only used in varieties that contrast /ŋ/ and /ɡ/. 

N (moraic nasal) 
[m̩, n̩ ŋ̍, ɴ̩] 

n  

 

Prenasalized consonants 

IPA Orthography Notes 
m
b b, mb 

Both spellings are recognized. See notes below. n
d, 

n̪
d̪ d, nd 
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ŋ
ɡ g, ng 

 

1. The presence of prenasalized consonants can differ within a same community and between 

generations. Additionally, the disappearance of prenasalization can result in two different forms, 

one without any nasal whatsoever, and one with a full moraic nasal replacing the nasal 

component of the consonant. As a result of this ambiguity, both spellings are recognized as valid. 

Stop consonants 

IPA Orthography Notes 

p p  

b b  

t, t̪, ʈ t  

d, d̪, ɖ d  

k k  

ɡ g  

ʔ q, ’ The apostrophe is discouraged. See notes below. 

Q (moraic obstruent) – See section on moraic obstruent. 

 

1. For the glottal stop, the spelling ⟨q⟩ is to be prioritized over the apostrophe ⟨’⟩ for a few reasons. 

First, search engines will often ignore apostrophes making it more difficult to search for words 

containing the sound. Second, the apostrophe is used in some Ryukyuan works to mark other 

sounds, such as non-glottalized consonants or aspirated consonants. Lastly, the apostrophe is 

used in Revised Hepburn for when the moraic nasal is followed by a vowel or a glide to prevent 

ambiguity. For example, かんい “simplicity” is written ⟨kan’i⟩ to prevent it from being interpreted as 

かに ⟨kani⟩ “crab”. 

Aspirated stop consonants 

IPA Orthography Notes 

pʰ ph Only used in varieties that contrast /pʰ/ and /p/. 

tʰ th Only used in varieties that contrast /tʰ/ and /t/. 

kʰ kh Only used in varieties that contrast /kʰ/ and /k/. 

 

Fricative consonants 

IPA Orthography Notes 

ɸ, f f  

β, v, ʋ v  

s s  

z z  

ɕ, ʂ, ʃ sh  

ʑ, ʐ, ʒ j  

ç hy, h ⟨h⟩ is to be used before the vowel /i/. For every other vowel, ⟨hy⟩ is to 

be used. 

x x Only used if /x/ contrasts with /k/. 

ɣ g  

h h  

ɿ 
s̩, z̩, ɾ~l~ɮ~ɭ 

ɿ 
s, z and r 

Used in Miyako, any words marked with /ɿ/ will be romanized with the 
same symbol as well as its closest equivalent among s, z and r. For 
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example, [tskɿ ~ tsks̩] would be written ⟨tskɿ⟩ and ⟨tsks⟩. 

 

1. It is not clear whether the sounds /θ/ and /ð/ contrast with /t/ and /d/ in any variety. 

Affricate consonants 

IPA Orthography Notes 

t͡ s ts  

d͡z z, dz ⟨dz⟩ is to be added as a variant spelling when the variety distinguishes 

the sounds /z/ and /d͡z/. 

t͡ ɕ, t͡ ʃ ch  

d͡ʑ, d͡ʒ j, dj ⟨dj⟩ is to be added as a variant spelling when the variety distinguishes 

the sounds /ʑ/ and /d͡ʑ/. 

  

1. Some Ryukyuan linguistic works will use ⟨c⟩ to represent both the sounds [t͡ s] and [t͡ ɕ] and ⟨z⟩ to 

represent both the sounds [d͡ʑ] and [ʑ] because they consider them a single, non-contrastive 

phoneme. At a broader scale, these transcriptions are deemed unnecessarily confusing due to 

the discrepancy between varieties. For example, ⟨caa⟩ in Shuri Okinawan would be pronounced 

[t͡ ɕaa], while in Miyako or Yonaguni, it would be [t͡ saa]. 

2. Some spelling schemes use ⟨ty⟩ and ⟨dy⟩ to represent the sounds [t͡ ɕ] and [d͡ʑ]. This 

Romanization is here rejected as some varieties, notably the Koshikijima dialects, distinguish 

/tʲ/ and /dʲ/ from /t͡ ɕ/ and /d͡ʑ/.  

Lateral and flap consonants 

IPA Orthography Notes 

ɺ, ɭ, l, ɾ, r, ɹ, ɻ r This sound has a wide array of realizations across Japonic varieties. 
Exceptionally, for some Tarama, Minna and Miyako varieties, the 
spelling ⟨l⟩ will be added as a spelling variant when [l] is the dominant 

realization. 

 

Approximants 

IPA Orthography Notes 

w, ɰ w  

j y  

 

Glottalized approximants and nasals 

IPA Orthography Notes 

ˀw, ˀɰ, ʔw, ʔɰ qw, ’w The apostrophe is discouraged. See the section “Stop consonants” for 
details. ˀj, ʔj qy, ’y 

 

Labialized stop consonants 

IPA Orthography Notes 

kʷ kw  

ɡʷ gw  
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Palatalized consonants 

IPA Orthography Notes 

Cʲ, Cj Cy The character ⟨C⟩ stands for any possible consonant. This 

transcription is only to be used when a contrast exists. 

 

Glottalized and pre-glottalized stop consonants 

IPA Orthography Notes 

Cˀ, ˀC Reduplicated 
consonant 

The character ⟨C⟩ stands for any stop consonant. For example, in 

Shuri Okinawan, [kˀʷa~ˀkʷa] “child” would be transcribed ⟨kkwa⟩. 

 

Gemination 

Gemination is marked by reduplicating the consonant. 

Moraic obstruent 

The moraic obstruent, often written /Q/ in Japanese linguistics, is to be indicated in the same 

way as gemination, i.e. by reduplicating the following consonant. When no consonant follows, it 

is to be transcribed like a glottal stop, using ⟨q⟩ and adding ⟨’⟩ as a variant. 
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JLect’s kana spelling rules 

In general, JLect is a hiragana-first dictionary, as hiragana is the traditional script used in both 

Japanese and Shuri Okinawan to write out native words. Katakana may occur or co-occur in 

entries where the word at hand is a non-Sinitic loanword, an onomatopoeia, popular slang or a 

scientific word, among other possibilities. 

With regards to transcribing the Japonic varieties, the kana scripts present a number of 

challenges due to the limited number of syllables that they represent. In order to accommodate 

the sounds and structures of the different Japonic varieties, some adaptations and some 

concessions are necessary. 

The scheme prioritized by JLect is described in the sections below. Knowledge of JLect’s 

Romanization system as well as the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) is necessary. 

Base consonant-vowel chart 

 a i u e o ë ï ∅ 

∅ あ い う え お エ・ェ イ・ィ - 

k か き く け こ げェ けィ ｸ 

g が ぎ ぐ げ ご けェ げィ ｸﾞ 

nng か゚ き゚ く゚ け゚ こ゚ け゚ェ け゚ィ - 

kw くぁ・く

ゎ 

くぃ くぅ くぇ くぉ ぐェ ぐィ 
- 

gw ぐぁ・ぐ

ゎ 

ぐぃ ぐぅ ぐぇ ぐぉ く゚ェ く゚ィ 
- 

s さ すぃ す せ そ せェ せィ ｽ 

z ざ ずぃ ず ぜ ぞ ぜェ ぜィ ｽﾞ 

sh しゃ し しゅ しぇ しょ しェ しィ ｼ 

j じゃ じ じゅ じぇ じょ じェ じィ ｼﾞ 

t た てぃ とぅ て と てェ てィ ﾄ 

d だ でぃ どぅ で ど でェ でィ ﾄﾞ 

ts つぁ つぃ つ つぇ つぉ つェ つィ ﾂ 

dz づぁ づぃ づ づぇ づぉ づェ づィ ﾂﾞ 

ch ちゃ ち ちゅ ちぇ ちょ ちェ ちィ ﾁ 

dj ぢゃ ぢ ぢゅ ぢぇ ぢょ ぢェ ぢィ ﾁﾞ 

n な に ぬ ね の ねェ ねィ ん 

h は ひ ほぅ へ ほ へェ へィ - 

f ふぁ ふぃ ふ ふぇ ふぉ ふェ ふィ ﾌ 

b ば び ぶ べ ぼ べェ べィ ﾌﾞ 

p ぱ ぴ ぷ ぺ ぽ ぺェ ぺィ ﾌﾟ 
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v ゔぁ ゔぃ ゔぅ ゔぇ ゔぉ ゔェ ゔィ ｳﾞ 

y や いぃ ゆ いぇ よ いェ いィ - 

r ら り る れ ろ れェ れィ ﾙ 

w わ ゐ をぅ ゑ を ゑェ ゑィ - 

 

Vowels ë and ï 

The vowels ⟨ë⟩ and ⟨ï⟩, common in many Ryukyuan varieties, will be transcribed in kana with the 

small katakana characters ェ and ィ respectively and will follow the e-series which varies little, 

except when the onset sound needed is found in a different series. Following this convention, 

⟨hë⟩ is transcribed as へェ, and ⟨fë⟩ is transcribed as ふェ. This is very similar to the 

transcription scheme used by the Amami Dialect Dictionary provided by the Okinawa Center of 

Language Study. 

Other transcription systems handle these vowels in various different ways, with none accepted 

as standard and with a few being too difficult to input due to limitations in Unicode or in 

Japanese input systems (IMEs). For the sake of comparison, they are described below: 

1. The vowel ⟨ë⟩ is sometimes transcribed in kana with either ぇ, ぅ, ぃぅ or ぇぅ following 

the e-series, while ⟨ï⟩ is sometimes transcribed with ぅ following the i-series or ぃ 

following the e-series or u-series depending on the sound. In some systems, ⟨ï⟩ uses the 

u-series unmarked, while ⟨u⟩ is explicitly marked with a small ぅ. 

2. In Okamura Takahiro’s kana orthography for Amami, he uses small versions of the 

characters ⟨ヰ⟩ and ⟨ヱ⟩ after the e- or u-series to denote the vowels ⟨ï⟩ and ⟨ë⟩ 

respectively. For example, ⟨デヰ⟩ “dï” and ⟨デヱ⟩ “dë”. Although a proposal does exist, 

these small kana characters are not yet available in Unicode. 

3. In A unified writing system for the Ryukyuan languages (琉球諸語統一的表記法), the 

handakuten diacritic (ﾟ) is combined with the i-series or u-series to denote the vowel ⟨ï⟩, 

as well as the a-series to denote the vowel ⟨ë⟩ (which they transcribe as ⟨ä⟩). 

JLect may still provide some these other transcriptions in its entries as written alternatives, in 

order to facilitate searching. 

Long vowels 

For Japanese dialects, the transcription of long vowels depend on what common forms are 

found used by native speakers. This effectively means that a long vowel like /ee/ could be 

written either ええ, えい or even えー. Entries may sometimes reflect these different spelling 

possibilities. For Ryukyuan varieties, however, long vowels are consistently marked with the 

chōonpu character ー. 
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Nasal vowels 

Nasal vowels will be transcribed with a tilde when long, replacing the chōonpu character ー. For 

example, in the Aden dialect of Kikai Island, the word [ˀaːĩː] “ant” would be written あーい～. 

When short, a nasal vowel is transcribed the same as its non-nasal counterpart. 

Aspiration and glottalization 

A number of Ryukyuan varieties, most notably Amami and Yonaguni, contrast aspirated 

consonants with glottalized consonants. In some language works, this is also described as a 

contrast between plain consonants and hard consonants, but the “plain” consonants will also 

include consonants without aspiration, such as nasal consonants. 

From a historical perspective, in these varieties, aspirated consonants simply evolved from bare 

consonants while glottalized consonants evolved from words where a historical syllable was 

dropped. For example, *ta “who” became /tʰa/ in Yonaguni, while *sita “tongue” became /tˀa/. 

When it comes to writing this contrast in kana characters, all the following transcriptions have 

been found in use: 

1. A number of Japanese linguists use the apostrophe ⟨’⟩ for all plain consonants and the 

inverted apostrophe ⟨‘⟩ for all glottalized consonants. 

2. In A unified writing system for the Ryukyuan languages (琉球諸語統一的表記法), only 

the inverted apostrophe is used ⟨‘⟩ for glottalized consonants. Aspirated consonants are 

left unmarked. 

3. The Amami Dialect Dictionary uses hiragana for the aspirated series and katakana for 

the unaspirated series. 

4. In the series Shimakutuba tokuhon (しまくとぅば読本) and in other ad hoc 

transcriptions, the plain (aspirated) series is unmarked, while the glottalized series is 

written the same as gemination, using the sokuon (っ) character. 

Since, in these varieties, aspirated consonants are widespread and the aspiration quality 

disappears word-medially, JLect will not mark aspiration. Glottalization, which occurs in a much 

smaller set of words, will be marked with the sokuon character for a few reasons. First, 

glottalization does not appear to contrast with gemination in these varieties. Second, the sokuon 

marks a glottal consonant in other varieties already. Third, in these varieties and even in 

Japanese, the sokuon normally represents a dropped obstruent syllable. Lastly, the sokuon is 

more easily understood by Japanese readers. 

Gemination and glottalization 

As with Japanese, gemination will continue to be transcribed with a small sokuon character (っ) 

preceding the geminated sound. For example, /katta/ ⟨katta⟩ かった. The sokuon character will 

also be used for instances of preglottalization, such as /kˀʷa~ˀkʷa/ ⟨kkwa⟩ っくゎ, as well as 

instances of glottalization when it needs to be marked. For example, the Kagoshima word /koʔ/ 

⟨koq⟩ “spider” would be written こっ and the Shuri Okinawan word /ʔjaa/ ⟨qyaa⟩ “you” would be 

written っやー. 
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Note that word-initial vowels in most of the Ryukyuan languages evolved to become glottalized 

vowels. Because of their widespread occurrence, vowel glottalization is left unmarked. For 

example, the Shuri Okinawan word /ʔadu/ “throat” is written ⟨adu⟩ あどぅ following this 

convention. 

In other systems for Okinawan, glottalized glide sequences are transcribed with either a large 

vowel followed by a small glide character or vice versa, giving for example いゃー or ぃやー for 

/ʔjaa/ ⟨qyaa⟩ “you”. These spellings may be found as alternative spellings in JLect’s entries, 

however, they are discouraged for two main reasons: 

1. The first is that they are not consistent. For example, in the Shuri-Naha Dialect 

Dictionary’s spelling scheme, /ʔwa/, /ʔwe/ and /ʔwi/ are written ウヮ, ウェ and ウヰ 

respectively, i.e. with a small glide-vowel character, a small vowel character and then a 

large glide character. 

2. The sokuon prevents confusion with preceding characters when the languages are 

written without spaces. For example, if we had a segment like ○○てぃやー in 

Shuri Okinawan, it could be read as either /…ti jaa/ or /…te ʔjaa/. While this is not a 

usual segment for Okinawan, the possibility increases as it borrows more and more 

words from Japanese. 

Prenasalized consonants 

The presence of prenasalized consonants can differ within a same community and between 

generations. Additionally, the disappearance of prenasalization can result in two different forms, 

one without any nasal whatsoever, and one with a full moraic nasal replacing the nasal 

component of the consonant. As a result of these factors, prenasalization is to be transcribed 

with and without the character ん preceding the segment. For example, [n
da] would be written as 

both んだ and だ in entries. 

Transcription of the sibilant in varieties of Miyako 

In Miyako linguistics, the non-standard symbol ⟨ɿ⟩ usually represents a sound varying between a 

fricative, like [z̩] or [s̩], to a high-central or high-back vowel like [ɨ] or [ɯ] with heavy frication. So 

if we took, for example, the word ⟨pabiɿ⟩ “butterfly”, it could be pronounced in one of the 

following possible ways: [pabiz̩], [pabis̩], [pabis͡ɨ], [pabiz⁀ɨ], [pabis͡ɯ], [pabiz⁀ɯ]. In some dialects, 

like Ogami, no vowel quality is reported. 

When it comes to transcribing this sound into kana, the following main transcription systems 

were found: 

1. In the Miyako Dialect Dictionary (MDD): 

a. ツ and ス are assumed to have the vowel /ɿ/ by default, so that /t͡ sɿdi/ is written ツ

ーディ. To explicitely mark the vowel /u/, the MDD resorts to using the small 

kana ゥ after the u-series, as in ツゥーツゥー /t͡ suut͡ suu/. 

b. For all other consonants, the vowel /ɿ/ is denoted with a small ィ following the i-

series. For example, /niikɿ/ is written ニーキィ. 
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c. In isolation, the sound is written with the hiragana character い, as in ヌビい 

/nubiɿ/.  

2. Inconsistently, on the Introduction page to the Ryukyu Language Phonetic Database 

(which includes the MDD), a small ス is used to transcribe the sound /ɿ/. For example, 

/pɿtu/ is transcribed ピストゥ. 

3. In A unified writing system for the Ryukyuan languages (琉球諸語統一的表記法), a small 

す or ず or a full す゜ (with dakuten diacritic) are used to denote the sound /ɿ/. For 

example, ぱず or ぱす゜for /paɿ/, and くすーてぃ for /kssti/. 

4. In the series Shimakutuba tokuhon (しまくとぅば読本), the sound is indicated by using 

the i-series followed by the small kana ぅ. For example, ぴぅさら for /pɿsara/ or /pïsara/ 

“Hirara”. In this system, ⟨ï⟩ is not distinguished from ⟨ɿ⟩. 

After consideration, the spelling scheme used by the MDD was deemed a bit too complex and 

not compatible in a pan-Japonic orthography. The orthography used by the series Shimakutuba 

tokuhon, which is also popular in ad hoc transcriptions online, was rejected due to the fact that 

the vowel ⟨ï⟩ is not distinguishable. 

This leaves the orthography used in A unified writing system for the Ryukyuan languages. This 

orthography was accepted, however, due to a lack of implementation in Unicode, JLect will use 

the following half-width katakana as a replacement: ｽ when voiceless and ｽﾞ when voiced. For 

example, /t͡ sɿkɿ/ “moon” would be written つｽくｽ and /kaiɿ/ would be かいｽ. 

Occasionally, some entries may also use the character ﾙ as a variant to represent instances 

where /ɿ/ historically stems from a syllable with a liquid. This is because, while most dialects will 

pronounce it as [z̩], a few render this sound as [ɭ] or [l]. Thus, for the word ⟨pabiɿ⟩, both ぱびﾙ 

and ぱびｽﾞ would be found as spellings. 

Transcription of the bare consonants in varieties of Miyako and other 

Due to Japanese kana being a moraic (or syllabic) writing system, it does not easily handle bare 

consonants, something common in varieties of Miyako. However, there are a few popular 

transcription methods used, both for Miyako and for foreign languages: 

1. The first consists of using small kana, subscript kana or superscript kana mainly from the 

u-series to mark loan consonants or even consonant clusters. For example, in A unified 

writing system for the Ryukyuan languages, the Nikadori (Miyako) word /im/ “sea” is 

written いむ or いむ. 

2. The second consists of using half-width katakana instead, so that the previous word 

would be written イﾑ or いﾑ. 

3. The last, used by the Miyako Dialect Dictionary (MDD), is to use u-series kana from the 

opposite script. Thus, the previous word would have been written イむ (note: the MDD is 

a katakana-based dictionary). 

Due to the lack of support for small kana in Unicode aside from the ones allocated to the Ainu 

language, JLect uses the next closest thing: half-width katakana characters, which are more 
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easily recognizable to readers due to the switch in kana system and less likely to be 

pronounced with the inherit vowel by native Japanese speakers. 
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Disclaimer 
The transcription system elaborated throughout this document is public and may be used by any 

person or entity. However, JLect, in its sole and absolute discretion, reserves the right to amend, 

alter, modify, add or delete any part of this document and the transcription system described 

within. Should such a circumstance arise, JLect will increase the version number of the 

document and change the year as necessary. 
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